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QUESTION: 45
A legal e-discovery company provides a hosting service that organizes and stores
seldom used content for up to 10 years. Which cluster configuration is the most
appropriate? (Select the best answer.)

A. A five node 36000X cluster.
B. A five node 32000X-SSD cluster
C. A ten node 36NL cluster
D. A 25-node 5400S cluster

Answer: D

QUESTION: 46
In an N+M protection level, increasing the cluster protection level also increase
what? (Choose three.)

A. The number ofclients that can connect to the cluster.
B. The amount of space consumed by the parity protecting the data.
C. The number of drives that canfail.
D. The number ofnodes that canfail.
E. The number of nodes neededfor quorum is increased by one.

Answer: B, D, E

QUESTION: 47
For what reasons would you increase the default Ethernet frame MTU on an Isilon
cluster? (Choose three.)

A. To matchthe frame size oftheclientsystem.
B. Toimprove overallperformance.
C. To increase the LUN I/O performance.
D. There is nogood reason to change the default Ethernet frame size.It is
automatically optimized forperformance.
E. To provide easier trace captures.

Answer: A, B, C
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QUESTION: 48
The unlicensed version of SmartPools enables you to:

A. Define a subgroup of nodes to allow 5000s SSD nodes and non-SSD 5400s nodes
to reside in a single disk pool.
B. Define a subgroup of nodes to allow 12000X nodes and 36000X nodes to residein
a single disk pool.
C. Force writes into the virtual hard disks.
D. Block manually configured file policies.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 49
When configuring default File Pool Policy settings, selecting Same as data pool
when specifying the Snapshot pool allow you to:

A. Assign snapshots to disk pools according to the same settings that are configured
for data pools.
B. Assign snapshots to file pools according to the same settings that are configured
for data pools.
C. Assign snapshots pools for the pool use.
D. Assign filtered files to snapshot pools without restriction.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 50
You worked with your customer to upgrade their OneFS v5.5 cluster to OneFS
v6.0.x. You notice the default protection level changed to a new value. What is that
new value?

A. +2:1
B. +2
C. +3:1
D. +3

Answer: B
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